Introduction {#s001}
============

Tissue engineering (TE) has been recognized as an interdisciplinary approach to establish functional substitutes to restore, maintain, or improve the function of diseased or damaged human tissue compartments and organs as an important future therapeutic option. To meet the current clinical requirements in view of functional TE, the combination of cells, signaling systems, an artificial ECM, and appropriate bioreactor systems has been defined as the "Tissue Engineering Quadriad."^[@B1]^ In parallel, numerous chip technologies (organ-on-a-chip, tissue-on-a-chip, human-on-a-chip, etc.) came up recently to reduce or replace animal testing and to enable disease-modeling strategies as equally important diagnostic options. In the meantime the extent of possible clinical applications includes nearly all tissues and organs of the human body such as hard and soft TE, cardiovascular TE, skin TE, and three-dimensional (3D) tissue models to study organ-specific regeneration^[@B2]^ and disease processes of various pathologies such as cancer to name one of the most important societal challenges.^[@B6]^

There is no doubt that all these innovative approaches require a new quality of biomaterials to be able to recreate a complex 3D architecture to mimic the environment of the natural ECM for the particular cell type which is under consideration (site specificity). In other words, this means that 3D biomaterial constructs must be developed to provide a more or less temporary mechanical support to interact with the cells on different hierarchical levels to regulate their proliferation, differentiation, and migration until the regeneration process is completed.^[@B7],[@B8]^

In this study the attempt is made to introduce and to validate an extended photosensitive copolymer system ([D,L]{.smallcaps})-lactide-*ɛ*-caprolactone methacrylate (LCM) in combination with a direct and maskless laser writing process based on 2-PP using mathematically precisely defined TE scaffolds. The validation of our strategy to prepare any such "designer scaffolds" was performed for two completely different clinical application scenarios: (1) bone TE and (2) tumor TE for breast cancer research. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes already established application fields of 3D constructs in regenerative medicine taking into consideration any implants for bone reconstruction,^[@B2]^ artificial cartilage,^[@B9]^ or systems for tumor TE.^[@B12]^

![Overview of application areas of three-dimensional constructs in regenerative medicine.](fig-1){#f1}

In the past, a huge number of studies focused on two-dimensional (2D) substrates, but these 2D techniques ignore the fact that cells grow in three dimensions. Thus, several 3D cell culture systems, such as spheroids, polymer matrices, or autologous tissues, were used to simulate cell proliferation and differentiation. Spheroids are 3D cell aggregates that can be generated by force floating, hanging drop, or agitation-based methods. These cell aggregates are easy to use and the preparation methods are relatively simple, but the creation of homogeneous spheroids is quite difficult.^[@B15]^ It must also be highlighted that the dimension of the cell aggregates is limited because of the formation of a necrotic core, which is due to the limited supply of nutrients and transport of metabolites.^[@B16]^ Thus, spheroids failed to replace larger tissue defects.

When creating artificial tissues, two main conditions have to be considered: (1) the hierarchical structure of biological tissues and (2) the site-specific stiffness of the damaged tissue, which must be replaced by an artificial 3D construct. Especially, the stiffness seems to be much more important than assumed in the past when reconstructing the native environment of bone or tumor tissue. While implants for bone reconstruction possess a well-known and defined stiffness range (cancellous bone: 100--500 MPa, cortical bone: 12--18 GPa), tumor tissue is comparably heterogeneous ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The stiffness of tumor tissue ranges from 1 kPa until 1 MPa, whereas the peripheral surface region seems to be stiffer than the interior of the tumor obviously due to collagen reorganization and capsule formation.^[@B17]^

![Stiffness mapping of sections of mamma carcinoma measured by nanoindentation from the peripheral region (*left*) to the central region (*right*), *red*: stiff, *purple*: soft, 500 μm sections.](fig-2){#f2}

Due to the observed stiffness heterogeneity, it would be of advantage to introduce a scaffold-based cell culture system with tunable mechanical properties. One very interesting option to fulfill any such claim is the utilization of a suitable copolymer system that allows the variation of the monomer ratio and the synthesis process to tailor-made mechanical properties in accordance with the relevant *in vivo* situation. These 3D matrices do not have the above-mentioned limitations of 2D substrates or spheroids, and the mechanical properties are adjustable by the variation of the chemical structure (chain length) or the crosslinking degree. In several studies, it was shown that these porous structures with adapted stiffness properties could be used in various applications, among others for bone and cartilage TE or for the simulation of the tumor microenvironment.^[@B9],[@B14],[@B18]^ These scaffolds are characterized by a high degree of interconnectivity for nutrient supply and the transport of metabolites, a pore size that enables tissue ingrowth, ECM analog surface chemistry for increasing cell attachment, a suitable degradation rate,^[@B15]^ and a certain potential to guide the multicellular and spatiotemporal process of tissue regeneration.

Keeping all this in mind, it can be concluded that the ideal scaffold for tumor TE in breast cancer research should have variable mechanical properties from 50 kPa until 500 kPa, pore sizes of 100--300 μm, sensitive peptides for integrin-mediated cell adhesion (RGD), and protease-based matrix degradation matrix-metallo-proteinase.^[@B6],[@B19]^ It is of value to point out that in other studies on prostate cancer published recently, hydrogels were used with Young\'s modulus of 330 Pa and a pore size of \*130 nm.^[@B20]^ In contrast to that, scaffolds for bone reconstruction should be significantly stiffer (Young\'s modulus 50--100 MPa), with pore sizes of 300--500 μm and superficially immobilized peptides for integrin-mediated cell adhesion (RGD) and template-associated mineralization (GGGSRGD).^[@B21],[@B22]^ The degradability should be tailor made according to the increasing loading capacity of the healing bone tissue.

For the development of scaffolds, various methods were established such as solvent casting/particulate leaching, gas foaming, freeze drying, thermally induced phase separation, textile technologies (electrospinning), or powder forming techniques and sol--gel techniques. In general it can be concluded that these conventional techniques possess several drawbacks such as an inadequate degree of continuous interconnectivity and irregular pore morphology. Furthermore distribution, size, and geometry of pores can often not precisely be controlled, and these techniques suffer frequently from a poor reproducibility.^[@B16],[@B23]^

To overcome these disadvantages "Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) techniques or rapid prototyping (RP) techniques were introduced, which allow the fabrication of very complex components based on computer data prevalently by means of a Layer-by-Layer (LbL) strategy.

A detailed description of the numerous methods is beyond the scope of this study. Interested readers are referred to recently published review articles for in-depth discussions.^[@B16],[@B23],[@B24]^

Within these SFF methods, the so-called 2-PP occupies a special position due to the unique combination of nanoscale resolution and inherently 3D fabrication ability.^[@B25]^ This method represents a photolithographic technique, which enables 3D direct and maskless laser writing of various photoresists.^[@B26]^ For the two-photon process ultrafast pulses of a near-infrared femtosecond laser are used to achieve the necessary photon flux. The laser light is focused by an objective to a defined focal point in the sample. Due to the simultaneous absorption of two photons by the photoresist and the nonlinear character of the two-photon absorption process, the photochemical reaction occurs only in the focal volume of the laser beam.

Due to the movement of the laser focus relative to the sample or vice versa, 3D structures with defined architectures can be generated.^[@B21]^ For 2-PP, infrared (IR) transparent, highly viscous methacrylated or acrylated polymers or biopolymers^[@B25]^ can be used, such as polycaprolactone,^[@B26]^ polylactide,^[@B27]^ polyethylene glycol (PEG),^[@B28]^ hyaluronic acid,^[@B29]^ or gelatin.^[@B30]^ Because of the wide field of medical devices such as bone grafts, synthetic cartilage, or artificial ECMs, the mechanical properties of the 3D construct should be tunable over some orders of magnitude.^[@B31]^ In detail this means that 2-PP processing allows the generation of scaffolds with defined mechanical strength (1) by using special photosensitive and IR-transparent polymer systems, and (2) by optimizing structuring parameters such as slicing, hatching, and writing speed.^[@B32]^ In summary, 2-PP enables the generation of scaffolds with mathematically defined size and shape, interconnected pores, high porosity, and tunable mechanical and degradation properties at a resolution in the nanometer range. Thus, it can be concluded that 2-PP is a versatile technique for generation of "designer scaffolds" in TE.

Materials Used for Scaffold Production {#s002}
======================================

Synthetic polymers versus natural polymers {#s003}
------------------------------------------

For the establishment of artificial matrices using photopolymerization, the material selection is of enormous importance. From a chemical point of view the polymer should possess an appropriate IR transparency and viscosity, as well as an optimal polymerization ability and a low shrinkage or a tolerable degree of swelling. Furthermore, the polymeric material should fulfill various biomedical requirements such as biocompatibility, nonimmunogenicity, and stability against mechanical forces. Depending on the field of application, the biomaterial should have an appropriate degradation time, and the degradation products should not show any toxic effects. These are the reasons such a huge variety of biomaterials were introduced for the establishment of artificial ECM\'s and devices for cell cultivation.

Materials that were used for scaffold production can be subdivided into synthetic polymers, natural or biological polymers, and hybrid materials ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). For establishment of synthetic polymers for regenerative medicine the main focus lies on poly-(D, L)-lactide (PLA),^[@B33],[@B34]^ poly-ɛ-caprolactone (PCL),^[@B35],[@B36]^ poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA),^[@B37],[@B38]^ PEG,^[@B39],[@B40]^ or copolymers/blends made of these polymers.^[@B41],[@B42]^ The use of synthetic polymers has the advantage that these materials are characterized by strictly defined biophysical and biochemical properties. Thus, the mechanical strength of the material correlates with the degree of polymerization, the chain length, and of course the intrinsic swelling/shrinkage properties. It was also shown that scaffolds fabricated from PLA, PGA, or PCL degrade in a time-dependent manner.^[@B43]^

![(Bio-) polymers for establishment of designer scaffolds.](fig-3){#f3}

An often-used polymer for bone TE is the aliphatic polyester PCL due to its excellent biocompatibility and physical properties as well as its inherent biodegradability. Furthermore, it was shown that PCL scaffolds initiate an increase in revascularization and was characterized by osteoinductive/osteoconductive properties. Owing to its specific chemical structure, PCL degrades in two steps: first, there occurs an enzymatic splitting of the ester bonds, which leads to reduction of the viscosity and the molecular weight. Then a chain splitting occurs, followed by fragmentation of the material and intracellular degradation.^[@B35],[@B44]^ The suitability of PCL for bone regeneration was also demonstrated in a study, where an injectable and crosslinkable biomaterial based on PCL and hydroxyl apatite was established for bone and nerve regeneration. A crosslinked network was shown to build up both crystalline and amorphous regions. The degree of crystallinity and the melting temperature are adjustable through variation of the molecular weight. In addition, the mechanical properties and hydrophilic properties are highly dependent on the molecular weight of the polymer. Interestingly, the material with the highest crystallinity showed the best cell spreading properties.^[@B45]^ In several studies, block copolymers or polymer blends consisting of PCL and a more hydrophilic polymer were used to verify the physical and biological properties.

Huang *et al.* synthesized PCL/PEG diblock and triblock copolymers, and analyzed the degradation of the material.^[@B43]^ Using PEG polymer blends can be advantageous due to the hydrophilic and very good swelling properties of PEG. Thus, transport of nutrients and metabolites is increased in a hydrophilic matrix in comparison with a more hydrophobic one.^[@B46]^ Nevertheless, the antiadhesive properties of PEG make it difficult to increase the amount of PEG in the polymer blend without decreasing the cell attachment properties. In a study of Vertenten *et al.* [d, l]{.smallcaps}-lactide-*ɛ*-caprolactone copolymers were synthesized for their use in bone regeneration. The material showed excellent biocompatibility and moderate osteoconductive properties.^[@B47]^

Another class of polymers for scaffold production derives from natural sources, such as animal skin, crustacean, or algae.^[@B48]^ Thus, biopolymers such as collagen,^[@B49]^ gelatin,^[@B50]^ hyaluronic acid,^[@B51]^ chitosan,^[@B52]^ or alginate^[@B53]^ were chemically modified, and fabricated to artificial 3D constructs of different dimensions and shapes. Using natural polymers in TE can be advantageous due to their high biocompatibility, good biodegradability, nonimmunogenic properties, and molecular structure, which includes peptide sequences for cell adhesion and other. Biopolymers also consist of nearly the same micro- and nanodimensions, like the fibrous structure of the native ECM.^[@B54]^ Main disadvantages of this kind of material are the poor mechanical properties, batch-to-batch variations, low reproducibility, and rather complicated isolation protocols. This leads to a limited application field of these polymers.^[@B55]^ Several studies tried to increase the mechanical properties of scaffolds made from biological molecules. It was demonstrated that mixing of alginate to collagen can enhance Young\'s modulus between 4 and 26 kPa.^[@B56]^ Nevertheless, it is very difficult to produce stable biopolymer scaffolds, because of the small amount of photosensitive groups and the long polymer chains between reactive moieties.

Another interesting option when searching for an ideal material for scaffold production seems to be a combination of naturally derived polymers with the properties of the synthetic polymers. Thus, generating a mechanically stable polymer backbone with natural cell adhesion and/or proteolytic sequences and defined degradation properties could be a suitable strategy to develop an ideal hybrid 3D construct for regenerative medicine. Numerous excellent approaches to establish hybrid scaffolds such as blending or coating methods were published recently. Chan *et al.* developed polymer blends based on alginate and a triblock copolymer consisting of PGA, poly (ethylene oxide), and poly (propylene oxide). Crosslinking occurred by physical interaction of calcium ions with the glucoronic acid of the alginate, followed by chemical crosslinking by radical polymerization. The results demonstrated reduced swelling, increased mechanical strength, and an improved degradation rate.^[@B53]^ Chitosan-g-oligo-(D, L)-lactide copolymers were established as scaffold materials for drug delivery and wound healing applications. Through covalent coupling of hydrophobic lactide side chains to chitosan, an amphiphilic structure was generated with adjustable properties such as biocompatibility, degradation rate, and mechanical properties.^[@B57]^ Methacrylated chitosan and PEG-dimethacrylate were also used for the generation of mechanical stable hydrogels with an elastic modulus between 1 and 10 kPa.^[@B58]^ The same research group established hyaluronic acid-poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate hydrogels with quite strong mechanical properties in the range of 30 kPa until 450 kPa.^[@B29]^ Kumbar *et al.* designed mechanical stable scaffolds based on cellulose polysaccharides for bone healing application. The scaffolds had a porosity and a stress--strain behavior similar to native bone.^[@B59]^

Establishing materials with defined mechanical properties {#s004}
---------------------------------------------------------

It is worth mentioning that natural polymers were applied successfully in numerous clinical applications; however, we must state that especially the increased need of organ-specific matrices for regeneration and disease modeling drives the development of custom-made or designer scaffolds with a tissue-specific architecture and bioactivity using synthetic polymers.^[@B8]^ Furthermore, increasing evidence is emerging on the mechanical role of the microenvironment of cells and the resulting ECM--cell interactions. It is widely accepted that mechanical signals have profound effects on cellular functions, including growth, differentiation, apoptosis, motility, and gene expression.^[@B60]^ Consequently, the selected material platform should enable the synthesis of copolymers with tailor-made mechanical properties and degradation characteristics by controlling the chemical composition and architecture of the crosslinkable oligomers.^[@B61],[@B62]^

In bone TE a compromise between stiffness and flexibility should be achieved, leading to a relatively stiff material with adequate elastic properties.^[@B63],[@B64]^ Scaffolds for the simulation of the tumor microenvironment should notably be very soft due to the fact that the stiffness of the tumor microenvironment affects the differentiation of tumor cells to a more invasive phenotype.^[@B65]^ Furthermore, it is known that cells "feel" the stiffness of their environment by change of the spreading area, cell shape, cytoskeletal orientation and organization. So, it was already shown that spreading area of cells increased when increasing Young\'s modulus from 100 Pa to 100 kPa.^[@B66]^ This effect is called mechanosensing, and describes essentially the fact that cells are able to sense when a mechanical force is applied to them. Various cell membrane receptors contain extracellular domains that bind to the various proteins of the ECM and enable a corresponding cell response (membrane channel activity, up- or downregulation of gene expression, alterations in protein synthesis, adapted cell morphology) through a variety of biological pathways.

It is important to note that two aspects should be discussed independently from each other: the behavior of the cell against the stiffness of the environment (mechanotransduction) and the force generated by the cell itself, which can lead to cell-specific proliferation and differentiation processes. Interestingly, changes in tissue stiffness during tumorgenesis or fibrosis are not epiphenomena of the disease, but among other factors of influence responsible for disease progression.^[@B67]^

For the establishment of polymer networks with defined mechanical properties, the length of the polymer chains between crosslinking units, degree of crosslinking, as well as the swelling properties, are important factors. Berg *et al.* showed that through variation of the chain length of PEG-urethane precursors, polymer networks with Young\'s modulus between 5 and 46 MPa can be generated. Owing to the hydrophilic nature of biopolymers, Young\'s modulus of the resulting networks was measured with 6--23 kPa.^[@B28]^ In another study scaffolds were made of (D, L)-lactide-ɛ-caprolactone copolymers using different ratios of the monomer units. Results showed increasing Young\'s modulus with decreasing caprolactone (CL) content. In addition, the degradation properties were dependent on the monomer ratio.^[@B68]^

Having in mind the strategies and priorities described thus far a material platform with adjustable biomechanical and biochemical properties should be provided, which is applicable to a broader spectrum of TE applications. Following this challenge, a copolymer system with adjustable degradation properties, stiffness, and hydrophilicity was synthesized. Thus, our working group combined the properties of the highly degradable hydrophilic PLA and the slowly degradable hydrophobic poly-*ɛ*-caprolactone. Synthesis of ([D,L]{.smallcaps})-lactide-*ɛ*-caprolactone methacrylate (LCM) copolymers was done by stannous catalyzed cationic ring opening polymerization of (D, L)-lactide and ɛ-caprolactone, followed by methacrylation of the hydroxyl-end groups of the polymer ([Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Through variation of the molar ratio of lactide (LA) and CL, a material platform with defined biomechanical and degradation properties was established ([Fig. 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, when increasing the LA content the stiffness and hydrophilicity of the copolymer increased. Because of the high degree of ester bonds, LA-rich copolymers degrade faster than CL-rich copolymers. When decreasing the content of CL a more hydrophobic material with a slower degradation rate and lower elastic modulus can be established. Basic outlines of the preparation of LCM copolymers with defined biomechanical and biodegradation properties were already published.^[@B69]^ Under all LCM variants two compositions were chosen; one as favored material for bone TE and the second composition for simulation of the tumor extracellular environment. The lactide-rich LCM_8:2, with a ratio of LA:CL of 8:2, is characterized by a high elastic modulus, and therefore suitable for bone reconstruction. In contrary, LCM_2:8 consists of a molar ratio of LA:CL of 2:8 and is much softer than the LCM_8:2 but degrades much slower. Obviously, this is advantageous for the simulation of the tumor ECM, for example, as an interesting approach in disease modeling. The degree of crosslinking was reduced to decrease the elastic modulus. Therefore, monomethacrylated LCM copolymers (LCMm) were synthesized using the same ratios of CL and LA as for the bifunctional ones ([Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). To reduce the elastic modulus of the pure LCM copolymers, bifunctional and monofunctional copolymers were mixed in defined ratios 100:0, 80:20, and 50:50 and crosslinked by ultraviolet (UV) curing ([Fig. 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Elastic modulus was determined by relaxation experiments. The results show that the LA-rich polymer LCM_8:2 is stiffer (4.8 MPa) than the CL-rich copolymer LCM_2:8 (4.0 MPa). By reduction of the crosslinking degree from 100% to 50%, the mechanical strength decreased to 2.1 MPa for the LA-rich polymer and to 1.6 MPa for the CL-rich polymer ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). It was demonstrated that through variation of LA and CL content or the degree of crosslinking a material platform could be established with adjustable mechanical properties. Thus, a higher amount of LA resulted in a more rigid crosslinked polymer, while by reducing the degree of crosslinking the stiffness of the polymer can be dramatically decreased.

![Overview of the LCM polymer system: **(A)** bifunctional and monofunctional polyester LCM, **(B)** dependency of chemical composition on the biomechanical properties of the LCM copolymers, **(C)** illustration of stiff and soft network.](fig-4){#f4}

![Young\'s modulus of lactide- and caprolactone-rich copolymers with different crosslinking degrees.](fig-5){#f5}

It is of value to point out that the viscoelastic properties of the synthesized polymers are necessarily quite different from the stiffness of the porous scaffold, which is basically defined by the resulting scaffold structure and porosity. Due to the expected difficulties in determining the stiffness of a photochemically fabricated scaffold experimentally, a finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to calculate the stiffness of the structured 3D scaffolds. The numerical results shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} show exemplarily that the stiffness of a Schwarz P scaffold with 8 × 8 × 3 unit cells is ∼60 times lower than the material stiffness given by the elastic or viscoelastic constitutive equation of the investigated polymer sample.

###### 

Numerical Stiffness Values of an 8 × 8 × 3 Schwarz P Scaffold Estimated by Finite Element Analysis

  *LCM_8:2 in %*   *Young\'s modulus in kPa*   *LCM_2:8 in %*   *Young\'s modulus in kPa*
  ---------------- --------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------------
  100              74--78                      100              67--70
  80               65--69                      80               46--61
  50               34--37                      50               25--28

It is worth noting that the stiffness of osteoid and cartilage lies between 10 and 50 kPa.^[@B66]^ Therefore, mechanical properties of LCM_8:2 scaffolds are in the correct range for bone and cartilage reconstruction. In comparison with that, stiffness of LCM_2:8 scaffolds is moderately reduced according to our expectations and met the observed range of tumor tissue (1--100 kPa). Evidently, the stiffness of a scaffold can be reduced further when using other unit cells, like cubic or woodpile structures.

Surface coating techniques {#s005}
--------------------------

Biomaterials and scaffolds made thereof interact with biological systems among others through their surfaces. Therefore, it is extremely important to control the surface properties and the functionality of a scaffold to recreate at least partially the conditions of the natural ECM. Organic thin films and coatings, particularly those of natural ECM constituents, are very attractive as biomaterial coatings because they offer great versatility to modulate and to control cell behavior.

It is well known that scaffolds made of synthetic polymers are usually characterized by a lack of cell adhesion sequences, which results in poor cell attachment and cell proliferation. Therefore, scaffolds for TE are usually coated with bioactive molecules to improve cell adhesion properties. There exist a huge number of different surface coating strategies, which can roughly be divided into covalent and ionic/electrostatic modification techniques. For electrostatic coating procedures one needs polycations such as poly-L-lysine and polyanions such as glycosaminoglycans to generate a so-called polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM),^[@B70]^ employing common LbL techniques. Usually the first layer is the polycation, followed by more or less washing steps and the subsequent coating of the sample with the selected polyanion to build up the typical bilayer structure. This procedure is repeated until the needed layer thicknesses are generated. Intensive investigations published by the authors of this study have shown that the LbL technique possesses a tremendous potential for surface coating of complex biomaterial structures like scaffolds. In brief, PEMs with poly-L-lysin (PLL) as polycation and heparin or chondroitin sulfate as polyanion were investigated, and the results showed an enhanced cell proliferation when increasing the stiffness of the PEM by treatment of the PEM with glutamic acid, which directs chondroitin sulfate from random coil structure in the stiffer intermolecular beta-sheet.^[@B70]^ In detail this means that (1) the conformation state of the protein backbone and (2) the layer stiffness can be controlled precisely to build up ECM analog coatings. In a study of Morand *et al.* PEMs based on PLL and poly-L-glutamic acid (PGA) were used to study the effect of α-melanocyte-stimulating (MSH) hormone on the proliferation of epithelia cells and fibroblasts. Covalently coupled MSH-PGA showed a modulating effect on cell proliferation and the immune response.^[@B71]^ Mehr *et al.* showed significant increase in mesenchymal stem cell proliferation and enhanced mineral formation on PLL-chitosan coated PCL-cylinders.^[@B72]^ Gai *et al.* presented a theoretical method for contact printing of PEMs with the background to reduce preparation time from several hours to 30 min.^[@B73]^ Sailer *et al.* established PEMs with stiffness gradient using poly(allyl amine) hydrochloride and poly(acrylic acid). HEK293 cells and embryonic rat spinal commissural neurons preferred intermediate modulus.^[@B74]^ Interested readers are requested to get closer information about this approach from an excellent textbook recently published by C. Picart *et al.*^[@B75]^

Despite the fact that scaffolds based on triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) structures should provide optimal fluid mechanical conditions for the reproducible establishment of LbL coatings, numerous biomolecules such as collagen provide not sufficient charge excess to generate a stable balance between intrinsic and extrinsic charge compensation.^[@B76],[@B77]^

Therefore, an alternative option is given by coating techniques involving chemical grafting onto biomaterial surfaces. An interesting strategy to introduce a cell responsive surface is to covalently attach biomolecules or cell adhesion sequences to the surface of a scaffold using heterobifunctional linker molecules such as sulfo-SANPAH (N-succinimidyl-6-(4′-azido-2′-nitrophenylamino)-hexanoate). The coating procedure occurs in a two-step chemical reaction. First, N-succinimide functionality of the linker is allowed to react with the amine of the biomolecule forming an amide bond. After that, UV-triggered insertion reaction leads to covalent attachment of activated biomolecule in the aliphatic backbone of the polymer. Using this linker molecule adhesion sequences such as RGD-peptide^[@B78],[@B79]^ or fibrinogen fragments^[@B80]^ were already successfully bound to polymer surfaces leading to an increase in cell attachment and proliferation. Nishitani *et al.* showed that covalent attachment of fibrinogen using sulfo-SANPAH crosslinking leads to increased cell adhesion and calcium deposition.^[@B81]^ In another study of Yip *et al.*, collagen was coupled to polyacrylamide gels with stiffness gradient reaching from 6 to 110 kPa. Enhancement of intracellular traction stress was determined on stiffer substrates.^[@B82]^

A protocol for the photoinduced covalent coating of collagen, the main component in ECM, was established. The evidence of the successful coating was provided by atomic force microscopy (AFM) phase-shift imaging. AFM phase-shift imaging is a useful tool to contrast material or mechanical changes on a surface with minor topographical features.^[@B83]^ In comparison ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) the mean phase shift of uncoated disks (upper images) is obviously lower than that on coated disks (lower images) due to the successful attachment of collagen. In detail, fibrillar collagen structures are formed, resulting in larger phase-shift amounts. This indicated that collagen is covalently bound to the polymer surfaces. In the next step, LCM_8:2 and LCM_2:8 scaffolds (8 × 8 × 3 Schwarz P unit cells) were labeled with collagen Type I. To quantify the amount of collagen inside the scaffold, the biomolecule was labeled with Sirius red, followed by the removal of bound Sirius red according to a protocol published by Sittichokechaiwut *et al.*^[@B84]^ The absorbance of Sirius red was measured using a microplate reader, and the bound collagen was calculated with a standard curve of Sirius red-stained collagen. The results in [Figure 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate that 0.28--0.35 μg/mm^3^ collagen was bound successfully inside the scaffold material.

![Biofunctionalization of LCM samples with collagen Type I and characterization by atomic force microscopy (scale bar 500 nm).](fig-6){#f6}

![Quantification of the surface-bound collagen Type I in LCM_8:2 and LCM_2:8 scaffolds using Sirius red staining (*t*-test: \*\**p* \< 0.01).](fig-7){#f7}

Methods Used for Scaffold Production {#s006}
====================================

It is widely accepted that an ideal scaffold should consist of a 3D structure that should favor not only cell attachment and growth but also their further organization and possibly differentiation into functional tissue. In the context of these ambitious objectives, general requirements to end up with an "ideal scaffold" can be summarized as follows^[@B85]^: 1.Architecture:Scaffolds should provide an open porous structure for vascularization, cell ingrowth, and new tissue formation. The scaffold structure must allow an efficient nutrient and metabolite transport, and degradation kinetic upon implantation should match the rate of new tissue formation and stiffness increase.2.Cyto- and tissue compatibility:Scaffolds should provide a suitable environment for cell attachment, proliferation, and differentiation under *in vitro* and *in vivo* conditions (biocompatibility).3.Bioactivity:Scaffolds should allow an active interaction with the cellular components of the engineered tissues to facilitate and regulate their activities. Consequently, the employed biomaterials may provide biological cues such as cell-adhesive ligands and peptides for protease-based matrix degradation or physical cues such as a hierarchically structured topography and morphology to influence cell phenotype and alignment.4.Drug delivery:The used biomaterials and/or scaffolds made thereof may serve as a drug delivery system or reservoir for exogenous growth-stimulating signals such as growth factors to speed up regeneration pathways or antimicrobial substances to avoid biomaterial-associated infections in case of therapeutic treatments.5.Mechanical properties:Scaffolds provide mechanical shape and stability similar to the site-specific natural ECM. Recent studies on mechanobiology and mechanosensing have highlighted the importance of the mechanical environment of the seeded cells on the macro-, micro-, and nanoscale for regenerative and disease-modeling purposes.

The advent of the nanobiomedicine era can be dated back to the early 2000 years. Since this time an ever-increasing number of researchers tried to produce cell culture substrates or implantable devices with morphologies in the nanometer range.^[@B86]^ In the last three decades several methods were established for the preparation of scaffolds ([Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}), such as solvent casting,^[@B87]^ emulsion templating,^[@B88]^ particulate leaching,^[@B89]^ gas foaming,^[@B90]^ electrospinning,^[@B91]^ phase separation,^[@B92]^ and freeze drying.^[@B19]^ The limiting factor of these conventional methods was that the resulting 3D matrices are characterized by undefined pore sizes and geometries as well as an irregular spatial distribution of the pores. There was also a lack of pore interconnectivity observed within these 3D architectures leading to hindered transport of nutrients and metabolites inside the scaffold.^[@B19],[@B32]^ In light of the evidence that natural tissues show a hierarchical structure in association with an extreme complexity the development of artificial cell niches with a controlled heterogeneity seems to be of pivotal importance. From this key feature followed a tremendous need of techniques, which allow the controllable, reproducible, and site-specific fabrication of heterogeneous scaffolds. Over the years it became clear that additive manufacturing techniques possess this potential with different process-specific manifestations.

![Overview of the existing scaffold fabrication techniques.](fig-8){#f8}

Innovative methods were established for generating scaffolds with defined pore sizes and pore distributions, such as fused deposition modeling,^[@B93]^ selective laser sintering,^[@B94]^ stereolithography (SLA),^[@B95]^ and 2-PP.^[@B96]^ These so-called RP techniques are manufacturing techniques in which 3D structures are generated in a LbL manufacturing process. RP techniques are based on computer-aided design (CAD) information, which is converted to a standard tesselation language (STL)-data format derived from the designation SLA. The model is converted into 2D layers incrementally stacked on top of one another to create a 3D structure.^[@B19]^ The term SLA was first used in 1986 by C.W. Hull in his patent "Apparatus for Production of Three-Dimensional Objects by Stereolithography." It is defined as a method and an apparatus for creating solid objects by successively "printing" thin layers of a photochemical reactive polymer on top of one another.^[@B97]^

In detail, in SLA free radical molecules are released upon interaction of photoinitiator molecules with UV light. Polymerization occurs up to a certain distance below the surface according to the possible penetration depth of UV light. After a given layer is selectively solidified, the structure is submerged within the photoresist by a depth that is equivalent to the thickness of the polymerized layer. Then the structure is recoated with fresh photoresist to enable processing of the next layer. After fabrication of the desired 3D structure, it is placed into an appropriate solvent to remove the nonpolymerized photoresist.^[@B98]^ The versatility in design and precise nature of SLA enable fabrication of complex scaffolds with physiologically relevant microstructures. Scaffolds with well-defined pore sizes, porosities, pore distributions, pore interconnectivity, and pore gradients have already been fabricated using SLA.^[@B26]^ Nevertheless, the UV light exhibits a depth of penetration that exceeds the layer thickness, resulting in overcuring of the previously solidified material and adhesion between the layers.^[@B98]^ However, an essential drawback is the missing ability to generate structural features across multiple length scales (nm--cm) referring to the hierarchical structure of natural human tissues.^[@B99]^

From this point of view it is worth mentioning that 2-PP enables the generation of 3D structures with an extreme high resolution.^[@B100]^ This method represents a maskless photolithographic technique, which enables 3D direct laser writing of various photoresists.^[@B31]^ In 2-PP simultaneous absorption of two photons creates a virtual state for several femtoseconds. When a specific photoinitiator that reacts at a wavelength of 400 nm simultaneously absorbs two photons at 800 nm wavelength, their energy equals the energy of one photon at 400 nm, thus initiating a polymerization process ([Fig. 9A](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). Photopolymerization triggered by nonlinear excitation occurs only in the focal point (voxel volume), without affecting other nearby regions.^[@B25],[@B100]^ Ultrafast infrared lasers with femtosecond pulses are used to generate the energy, which is needed for the 2-photon process. To achieve the tight focusing conditions required for multiphoton polymerization, conventional microscope objectives are used. The laser beam is focused through an objective into an infrared transparent sample to initiate 2-photon absorption. By moving the laser focus inside the photosensitive resist, a 3D structure can be generated^[@B98]^ ([Fig. 9B](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). During the polymerization process, either the photopolymer is moved to a fixed focal point or the focal point is moved within the photocurable sample. Movement of the laser beam is commonly accomplished using galvanomirrors, which scan the beam in the X- and Y-directions, and a piezoelectric stage, which moves the photopolymer in the Z-direction.^[@B97],[@B98]^ Either using a fast mechanical shutter or an acousto-optic modulator can achieve beam control, while beam intensity control can be achieved using neutral density filters, a variable attenuator or a combination of a polarizer and a wave plate.^[@B97]^ After completion of the photopolymerization process, the nonphotopolymerized resin is removed, and the samples are developed in an appropriate solvent similar to any other lithographic process.^[@B97]^ It should be mentioned that the above-described reaction conditions must be compatible with cell biology. 2-PP provides several advantages over conventional processes for scalable fabrication of components. Many materials processed by 2-PP are widely available and are inexpensive. In addition, numerous materials are transparent to near-infrared light.^[@B98]^ Despite the light exposure constraints, 2-PP allows the fabrication of heterogeneous custom-made scaffolds according to the above-formulated requirements.

![**(A)** Comparison of the focal point of 1-photon absorption and 2-photon absorption (1: Ti-Sa-laser; 2: mirrors; 3: CCD camera; 4: galvano scanner; 5: objective lens; 6: mobile stages), **(B)** scheme of 2-PP of three-dimensional structures. 2-PP, two-photon polymerization.](fig-9){#f9}

In the last decade, numerous commercial 2-PP systems were launched in the market. Exemplarily Nanoscribe GmbH (Germany), Multiphoton Optics GmbH (Germany), or FEMTIKA (Lithuania) operate on the market. Currently described investigations were performed using a 2-PP demonstrator system developed by avatera*medical* Mechatronics GmbH (Germany). The established system possesses a traversing range of 140 × 50 × 100 mm^3^ (x, y, z), a position resolution of ∼100 nm in x−y and a precise reproducibility of 200 nm. Because of these specifications, scaffold preparation performed by this 2-PP system showed an excellent reproducibility and relatively low geometrical errors when comparing the STL-data with the final structure (1--2%). The user can work with the system over HMI (Human Machine Interface) connected through LAN (Local Area Network). This system was further optimized to become an industrial 2-PP unit, which is characterized by a velocity up to 500 mm/s, a resolution of 2.5 nm, and a movement area of 200 × 200 mm^2^ ([Fig. 10A/B](#f10){ref-type="fig"}).

![**(A)** CAD model of industrial production unit, **(B)** industrial production machine, and **(C)** macroscale scaffold in the centimeter range made of LCM. CAD, computer-aided design.](fig-10){#f10}

Designer Scaffolds Based on TPMSs {#s007}
=================================

Cellular solids, which include regularly repeating lattice structures, have already been investigated in biomedical engineering and implantology where their controllable stiffness and porosity enable a reduction of stress shielding of load bearing implants.^[@B101]^ In regenerative medicine and TE an advanced scaffold design requires (1) an optimal compromise between mechanical stiffness, transport properties, or permeability associated with its pores,^[@B102]^ and (2) structural and functional biomimicry with the natural blueprint the structural hierarchy of the native tissue. For that reason, scaffolds with site-specific stiffness over multiple length scales provide the optimal mechanical strength and can be considered as bioinspired from a mechanical point of view. In addition to the mechanical behavior, the fluid permeability should allow superior diffusion to facilitate nutrient and metabolic waste transport. Moreover, a large surface area facilitates an optimal cell attachment, whereas a large pore volume enables the accommodation of the necessary cell mass for tissue genesis or regeneration.^[@B103]^ Recently published studies provide evidence that pore diameter and nanotopography may affect proliferation and migration of different cell types.^[@B106]^

TPMSs in general and Schwarz P surfaces in particular offer the ability to tailor-made a suitable pore size, high surface-to-volume ratio, sufficient porosity, and high pore interconnectivity, respectively. The relevant RP fabrication process is completely software controlled, and therewith reproducible and scalable with a high degree of freedom. The establishment of "designer scaffolds" has become a feasible option, including an in-depth knowledge of the corresponding structure--property relationships.

Triple periodicity means that a minimal surface is periodic in three distinct Cartesian directions. TPMSs exist in nature in liquid crystals, zeolites, soluble protein, in lipid--protein water phases or in cell membranes.^[@B109]^ The most common and popular TPMS structures in TE are, for example, Schwarz primitive (P), the Schwarz diamond (D), or the Schoen gyroid (G) minimal surfaces ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}). Scaffolds fabricated by 2-PP are made up by arranging unit cells next to each other using a CAD. The resulting bicontinuous scaffolds are characterized by a high interconnectivity and high porosity. TPMSs are smooth infinite surfaces that divide the whole domain of a unit cell into two intertwining and unconnected subdomains.^[@B109],[@B110]^ Cell seeding protocols and dynamic cultivation protocols are often derived from perfusion experiments where the wall shear stress caused by media flow is one of the dominant factors that influence initial cell adhesion. FEA led to the conclusion that Schwarz P surfaces provide the largest fluid permeability among all of the other triply periodic surfaces combined with the lowest shear stress level ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}).

![CAD model of unit cell, scaffold and shear stress simulation, and SEM images (scale bar *left* image 200 μmn *right* image 1 mm) of 2-PP polymerized unit cell and scaffold of **(A)** Schwarz P, **(B)** Gyroid, and **(C)** Diamond triply periodic minimal surface. SEM, scanning electron microscopy.](fig-11){#f11}

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images from 2-PP-fabricated scaffolds based on TPMS are shown in [Figure 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}, including the photochemical implementation of the preset geometry of the microstructure into a final scaffold structure. As mentioned above TPMS-based structures partition the available space into two intertwining compartments, and therefore offer completely new options for cell cultivation and tissue regeneration ([Fig. 12](#f12){ref-type="fig"}). On the one hand, two cultivation compartments can be used in parallel, or on the other hand separated from each other for example to introduce cocultivation regimes based on two cell types, or alternatively one cultivation compartment and one media supply compartment.

![Illustration of the two compartments of a scaffold made up of Schwarz P unit cells.](fig-12){#f12}

On that background it should be mentioned that 2-PP processing allows in principle the implementation of a defined permeability between the two compartments by a suitable setting of the scanner velocity, hatching, and slicing parameters. Thus more or less porous walls can be generated ([Fig. 13](#f13){ref-type="fig"}), leading to a customized diffusion ability of nutrients, metabolites, or cytokines between the compartments. In the last decade, various experimental setups for cell seeding and cell cultivation in the field of TE were introduced. Traditional static cell culture systems such as multiwell plates or Petri dishes ignore the fact that usually a dynamic environment *in vivo* surrounds cells. Obviously, limitations of conventional cell culture methods are mainly diffusion-based gradients of nutrients, metabolites, or cell masses leading to a decrease in cell stimulation. Therefore, different dynamic culture systems such as stirred or rotating wall vessel bioreactors and perfusion bioreactors were established.^[@B111]^ When using wall vessel bioreactors stirring occurs only outside of the scaffold that a complete perfusion of the scaffold is improbable. Perfusion bioreactors are advantageous alternatives for cell seeding and cell culture since the whole scaffold structure is exposed to a forced and controlled flow-through. In this manner an optimal supply with nutrients can be achieved across the cross-section of the scaffold.^[@B112]^ While static cell culture methods show inhomogeneous cell distribution and nutrient levels, cell seeding using perfusion bioreactors resulted in an increase of cell number and a more homogeneous cell distribution.^[@B113]^ In [Figure 14](#f14){ref-type="fig"}, a perfusion chamber (A) and the whole perfusion cell culture system (B) are shown. In the ever-increasing field of bone TE the effect of shear stress on the differentiation of cells can play a key role. Thus, it was shown that shear stress can lead to the activation of mechanotransductive signals and to expression of bone tissue matrix proteins.^[@B114]^ In other recently published studies it was found that parameters such as static pressure, flow rate, flow pulsation, temperature pH- and pO~2~ value have an effect on cell proliferation and cell viability.^[@B115]^ Anisi *et al.* analyzed the effect of shear stress on spreading of cells. Thus, a physiological flow velocity of 48 mL/min showed no influence on cell adhesion.^[@B116]^ It was also demonstrated that cell response could be improved when seeding cells using perfusion bioreactors.^[@B94]^

![Variation of galvano scanner velocity to generate Schwarz P scaffolds with porous diffusible walls: **(A)** 100 mm/s, **(B)** 90 mm/s, and **(C)** 80 mm/s.](fig-13){#f13}

![Illustration of **(A)** perfusion chamber and **(B)** perfusion-cell-culturing system, equipped with peristaltic pump, four perfusion chambers, cell culture medium flask, and heating system.](fig-14){#f14}

Putting the individual pieces together like in a puzzle, a conceptual framework to establish custom-made or designer scaffolds comes up. Essential components for this are as follows: (1) an extremely flexible material platform consisting of ([D,L]{.smallcaps})-lactide-*ɛ*-caprolactone (LCM) to tailor-made biomechanical and biochemical features, (2) suitable coating techniques to render the surface of the scaffold bioactive, (3) an additive manufacturing process based on the photolithographic 2-PP to enable a controllable and reproducible fabrication of heterogeneous scaffolds, and (4) the introduction of biomimetic minimal surface scaffold designs to take advantage of mathematically defined stiffness, porosity, and permeability. The entire design process is summarized in [Figure 15](#f15){ref-type="fig"}, and constitutes the framework to study organ-specific regeneration and disease processes of various pathologies.

![Components of the conceptual framework to establish designer scaffolds.](fig-15){#f15}

Future Application in Bone TE {#s008}
=============================

Bone defects, which occur from injuries or chronic illnesses such as osteoporosis or rheumatic arthritis, pose a huge challenge for current research activities. For the reconstruction of large bone defects, the material should possess biochemical, biophysical, and morphological properties such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, mechanical stability, high porosity, and interconnectivity. The degradation rate should be in an appropriate range, so that the implant can be replaced by naturally produced bone. Thus, several studies used biodegradable polyesters, such as PLA, PCL,^[@B34]^ or Poly(lactide-co-glycolid) (PLGA),^[@B38]^ to generate implants for bone regeneration. Especially copolymers, based on PCL and PLA, possess many advantages, such as adjustable degradation properties, stiffness, and a low amount of acid degradation products.

It seems obvious that the established material platform based on PLA-co-PCL copolymers with a LA:CL ratio of 8:2 should be a valuable option for bone TE applications. The stiffness of the material was further reduced by mixing dimethacrylated and monomethacrylated copolymers. The results for the LCM_8:2 polymer system are already shown in [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}.

To identify if the stiffness of the polymer network has an influence on the proliferation of preosteoblasts, proliferation studies were performed on 2D samples. Therefore, polymer disks were prepared by UV curing of mixtures of LCM_8:2 and LCMm_8:2 in ratios of 1:0 (100%), 0.8:0.2 (80%), and 0.5:0.5 (50%). Samples were coated with collagen I using the heterobifunctional crosslinker sulfo-SANPAH to ensure good cell adhesion, which is due to the cell adhesion sequences of the collagen, which promotes cell attachment, proliferation, and differentiation through receptor-mediated interactions.^[@B117]^ Ovine mesenchymal stem cells (oMSCs) were seeded on the disks and cultured for 3 days. Then, proliferation of oMSCs was quantified by counting the trypsinated cells ([Fig. 16](#f16){ref-type="fig"}). The results show an influence of the stiffness on the proliferation rate. Thus, on stiffer substrates proliferation was higher than on the softer materials. The observed results are in accordance with a recently published study of Yilgor *et al.*, showing that oMSCs proliferate faster on stiffer materials.^[@B118]^

![Proliferation kinetics of oMSCs on collagen I-coated UV-cured LCM_8:2 100%, LCM_8:2 80%, and LCM_8:2 50% polymer disks. Cells were seeded on polymer disks and cultured in expansion for 3 days. oMSCs, ovine mesenchymal stem cells; UV, ultraviolet.](fig-16){#f16}

After the 2D experiments, scaffolds were produced by 2-PP using three different ratios of LCM_8:2 and LCMm_8:2 and the Schwarz P minimal surface as unit cell. In brief, 8 × 8 × 3 unit cells with a dimension of 520 μm were arranged to each other with an overlap of 20 μm and developed in acetone for 7 days. SEM images of scaffolds showed the successful generation of highly porous scaffolds with a high interconnectivity between the pores ([Fig. 17](#f17){ref-type="fig"}). The scaffolds were likewise coated with collagen I using the heterobifunctional crosslinker sulfo-SANPAH to increase cell adhesion. We further quantified surface-bound collagen I using Sirius red staining. An amount of 0.28--0.35 μg/mm^3^ collagen I was covalently attached to the scaffold. After sterilization of the scaffolds, they were fixed into perfusion chambers, seeded with oMSCs in accordance with an *ex ante* established protocol. Cells were cultured for 21 days under static conditions. After 7 days, the cell culture medium was changed against differentiation medium. In [Figure 18A](#f18){ref-type="fig"} time-dependent proliferation of oMSCs is shown. We observed an enhancement of the cell number with increasing cultivation time up to 230,000 cells after 3 weeks. This refers to a cell density of 7200 until 8500 cells per mm^3^ after a cultivation time of 21 days. In contrast to the performed 2D experiments, no significant effect of the stiffness of the scaffold on the cell proliferation efficiency was observed. This is due to the fact that cells grow inside the porous scaffold structure in the third direction in which intercellular cell--cell interactions influence the proliferation much more than the stiffness of the material. This effect occurs already at early cultivation times (72 h), where locally 3D growth has been observed. To support this hypothesis, the actin filaments and the nucleus were stained for confocal fluorescence microscopy. In [Figure 18B and C](#f18){ref-type="fig"}, the morphology of oMSCs cultured for 3 weeks within the LCM_8:2 scaffold is shown. Results demonstrate that oMSCs build up a confluent cell layer around the whole scaffold, and the magnification from inside the scaffold pores showed that cells proliferate in three directions to form a 3D cellular network. Thus, it can be hypothesized that the effect of stiffness on the overall cell response is slightly suppressed in comparison with the 2D results.

![SEM images of LCM_8:2 100% **(A, B)**, LCM_8:2 80% **(C, D),** and LCM_8:2 50% **(E, F)** scaffolds written by 2-PP with 8 × 8 × 3 Schwarz P unit cells (dimension: 520 μm; overlap 20 μm). The percentage value indicates the amount of bifunctional copolymer.](fig-17){#f17}

![Ovine MSCs were cultured on LCM_8:2 scaffolds of different stiffness for 7 days in normal cell culture medium and for additional 14 days in differentiation medium. **(A)** Time-dependent proliferation of oMSCs in LCM_8:2 100%, LCM_8:2 80%, and LCM_8:2 50% scaffolds; **(B)** confocal fluorescence image of a whole LCM_8:2 scaffold; and **(C)** magnification in the interior of unit cell of LCM_8:2 scaffold after culture time of 21 days (*red*: actin, *blue*: nucleus); **(D)** SEM image of LCM_8:2 scaffold cultured with MC3T3--E1 osteoblasts for 21 days; **(E)** EDX spectrum of calcified area inside the scaffold. EDX, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.](fig-18){#f18}

In a study of Raimondi *et al.* a correlation between pore size and cell--cell interaction was shown. They demonstrated a strong interaction between the MSCs inside scaffold pores with a diameter of 200 μm.^[@B119]^ This result is in accordance with the observed proliferation of the oMSCs within the LCM scaffold. Another study by Marino *et al.* reported 3D proliferation of preosteoblasts in 2-PP-structured scaffolds. Also an increased osteogenesis in dependence of the 3D structure, biofunctionality, and Young\'s modulus was demonstrated.^[@B18]^ We further examined the production of ECM by oMSCs using SEM and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis. SEM image inside a Schwarz P unit cell showed a confluent cell layer ([Fig. 18D](#f18){ref-type="fig"}; upper part of the image) and cluster-like structures (arrows). According to EDX measurements, these aggregates showing a stoichiometric mass ratio equivalent to hydroxyl apatite ([Fig. 18E](#f18){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, the oMSCs proliferate until the complete scaffold was filled and start to differentiate by inducing mineralization. It can be concluded that the conceptual framework developed so far can be successfully transferred to bone TE applications. The established material platform, based on LA and CL copolymers in combination with TPMS structures, has shown an excellent capacity for the fabrication of designer scaffolds for bone TE. The cultured oMSCs proliferate, differentiate, and start to synthesize their own mineralized ECM after a cultivation time of 3 weeks.

Future Application in Tumor TE {#s009}
==============================

The International Agency for Research on Cancer has estimated that the rates of global incidence as well as mortality associated with cancer will increase dramatically. It is expected that 27.5 million new cases and 16.3 million cancer deaths will be registered per year unitl 2040.^[@B120]^ It is worth mentioning that metastases are responsible for ∼90% of the mortality.^[@B121]^ Despite great advances in basic and clinical research it is widely accepted that tumor progression and metastasis are strongly influenced by interactions between tumor cells and the cellular environment. It seems to be clear on this background that the research activities to establish an artificial 3D environment (ECM) for tumor cells have gained importance.^[@B122],[@B123]^

The native ECM regulates adhesion, migration, and differentiation of cells through a highly dynamic up- and downregulation of growth factors, cytokines, or hormones.^[@B124]^ In malignant neoplasms, this balance of chemical signal molecule regulation is disturbed. Moreover a stiffening of the ECM and a change in the contractile forces inside the cells through crosslinking between actin and myosin were observed.^[@B125]^ Many studies have demonstrated that matrix stiffness correlates with tumor cell proliferation and differentiation. Thus, cells on a stiffer matrix upregulate Rho-GTPase, which leads to an increase in cellular contractibility. Furthermore, in a stiffer environment cells build up higher polymerized actin filaments. This leads as well to an increase in cellular stiffness.^[@B21],[@B126]^ As it was stated above culture platforms based on synthetic materials may be useful to overcome some limitations associated with natural or biological materials. However, several synthetic and natural polymers were introduced to investigate different aspects of tumor function such as PCL,^[@B127]^ PLGA,^[@B128]^ PEG,^[@B129]^ or natural polymer matrices consisting of gelatin^[@B130]^ or silk.^[@B131]^ Due to its tunable physicochemical and biochemical properties, copolymers based on PCL were used to establish an artificial tumor microenvironment.^[@B132]^

Therefore, it appears reasonable to synthesize a CL-rich copolymer (LCM_2:8) based on LA and CL in a ratio of 2:8 with methacrylated end groups. To further reduce Young\'s modulus monomethacrylated CL-rich copolymers (LCMm_2:8) were synthesized using the same ratio of LA and CL as for the LCM_2:8 to ensure good comparability. Stiffness of the different polymer compositions is already shown in [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Bifunctionalized LCM_2:8 and monofunctionalized LCMm_2:8 were mixed in the ratios 1:0 (100%), 0.8:0.2 (80%), and 0.5:0.5 (50%) and UV cured to polymer disks to generate CL-rich networks with Young\'s modulus between 1.6 and 4 MPa. The effect of material stiffness on the proliferation of noninvasive Michigan Cancer Foundation 7 (MCF-7) cells was analyzed after a cultivation time of 3 days. In [Figure 19](#f19){ref-type="fig"}, it is shown that the matrix stiffness had obviously an effect on the proliferation of the MCF-7 cells. Thus, proliferation increased with increasing polymer stiffness. It is well known that the mechanical properties of the ECM correlate with the invasive potential of tumor cells. Thus during tumorgenesis significant collagen deposition, linearization, and bundling lead to stiffening of the ECM, which leads to an increase of focal adhesions and other signaling pathways leading to a higher proliferation rate.^[@B21],[@B126]^

![Proliferation of MCF-7 cells on UV-cured and collagen I-coated LCM_2:8 100%, LCM_2:8 80%, and LCM_2:8 50% disks after 72 h of cultivation. MCF-7, Michigan Cancer Foundation 7 cells.](fig-19){#f19}

After confirmation that tumor cells adhere and proliferate on CL-rich polymer disks, scaffolds of the three different ratios of LCM_2:8 and LCMm2:8 were produced by 2-PP using Schwarz P minimal surfaces. In brief, 8 × 8 × 3 unit cells with a dimension of 520 μm were arranged to each other with an overlap of 20 μm and developed in acetone for 7 days. Because the LCM_2:8-scaffolds were significantly softer than the scaffolds polymerized with LCM_8:2, freeze drying during preparation for SEM led to massive shrinking processes. Therefore, morphology of the scaffold was characterized by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) ([Fig. 20A--C](#f20){ref-type="fig"}). The images demonstrate a high interconnectivity of the scaffold pores as well as slight variations in the degree of crosslinking. As expected, scaffolds structured with only 50% crosslinker concentration showed a lower crosslinking degree. To render the scaffolds bioactive a coating with collagen Type I was carried out to ensure good mimicry of tumor microenvironment. Cell seeding with MCF-7 cells was performed using perfusion chambers. The proliferation was analyzed after static cell culture for 7, 14, and 21 days ([Fig. 20D](#f20){ref-type="fig"}). Time-dependent proliferation showed an increase in cell number over the whole cultivation time for all materials with some differences in the proliferation rate. The cell density inside the scaffold was 33,600 until 40,200 cells per mm^3^ after a cultivation period of 21 days.

![Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of **(A)** LCM_2:8 100%, **(B)** LCM_2:8 80%, and **(C)** LCM_2:8 50% scaffolds written by 2-PP with 8 × 8 × 3 Schwarz P unit cells (dimension: 520 μm; overlap 20 μm); MCF-7 cells were cultured on LCM_2:8 scaffolds of different stiffness for 21 days. **(D)** Proliferation kinetic of MCF-7 cells in LCM_2:8 100%, LCM_2:8 80%, and LCM_2:8 50% scaffolds; **(E)** confocal fluorescence image of a whole LCM_2:8 scaffold and **(F)** magnification inside one pore of LCM_2:8 scaffold after culture time of 21 days (*red*: actin, *green*: CD44, *blue*: nucleus). The percentage value indicates the amount of bifunctional copolymer.](fig-20){#f20}

The proliferation data did not significantly confirm the results in 2D where cell proliferation was higher on the stiffer substrates due to the nature of the 3D cell growth, where the cell--material contact becomes possibly less important. This phenomenon was also shown in another study, where cells showed different proliferation velocities in comparison with cells in a monolayer culture due to the cell--matrix and cell--cell interactions in scaffold-based cell culture systems.^[@B131]^ Morphology of the tumor cells was characterized by CLSM. Therefore, tumor cell surface receptor CD44 and actin were labeled using appropriate antibodies. CD44 represents a cell surface receptor, which is upregulated in tumor cells and stimulates tumor cell proliferation, invasion, and migration.^[@B133],[@B134]^ In [Figure 20E](#f20){ref-type="fig"}, the whole LCM_2:8 100% scaffold and in [Figure 20F](#f20){ref-type="fig"} a detailed view of a Schwarz P unit cell are shown after 21 days of cultivation. It can be noticed that the entire LCM_2:8 100% scaffold is populated by the cells, and CD44 (green) is increasingly expressed by the cells. To sum up very briefly, it can be considered that the established material platform based on PLA-co-PCL copolymers with a LA:CL ratio of 2:8 showed a very good performance as artificial tumor environment.

It was demonstrated that noninvasive MCF-7 tumor cells proliferate better on stiffer 2D substrates. This tendency was clearly suppressed under 3D cultivation conditions since cell growth was observed in all three space directions until a confluent colonization appeared. Moreover, MCF-7 cells expressed tumor-specific cell surface protein CD44 and colonized the entire interior of the scaffold. Thus, it can be concluded that the strategy to combine a highly flexible polymer platform with a nanoscale 2-PP process based on TPMS surfaces and a superficial collagen Type I functionalization proved suitable for application in tumor TE.

Conclusion {#s010}
==========

When creating scaffolds for TE application, the 3D constructs should have specific properties, such as biocompatibility, appropriate degradation rate, defined porosity, and interconnectivity, as well as site-specific mechanical properties. There exist a huge number of scaffold fabrication methods. Among these techniques, 2-PP enables the fabrication of scaffolds with defined size and shape and a resolution in the nanometer range. In 2-PP unit cells are arranged to each other by moving the laser focus through a photoresist with nanoscale precision, whereas polymerization occurs only in the focus volume (femtoliter volume) leading to a nearly perfect control over the structure. Under the multitude of photocrosslinkable polymers, copolymers based on LA and CL showed distinct advantages that are mainly based on the adjustable mechanical and biodegradation properties.^[@B69],[@B135]^ Within our studies, we developed a material platform using different ratios of LA and CL to create copolymers, which can be used for bone TE as well as for tumor TE. Photochemical polymerization by 2-PP was performed using mathematically defined TPMS models, for example, Schwarz P minimal surfaces, so that the resulting scaffolds possess a controllable and exactly defined architecture, stiffness, porosity, and flow resistance. After biofunctionalization with collagen Type I, cell seeding was performed by perfusion bioreactors. First, cell studies demonstrated that both oMSCs and MCF7 cells proliferate in three dimensions and populate the whole scaffold. Furthermore, cell differentiation could be proven after 21 days of cultivation.

As outlined in the study a conceptual framework was introduced to fabricate custom-designed 3D scaffolds, named here as "designer scaffolds" for TE applications. The availability of an extremely flexible material platform based on PLA-co-PCL copolymers in combination with a nanoscale polymerization technique based on multiphoton absorption and software-based models, which allow the fabrication of scaffolds with perfectly controllable structure--property relations, provides new perspectives for diagnostic (disease-modeling) and therapeutic options (regenerative medicine) in the exciting field of TE.

Both application areas continue to move forward and take advantage of one another, thereby fostering the evolution of more advanced products. Fundamental challenges are summarized as follows: The next generation of organ-on-a-chip models in the field of disease modeling is based on bioinspired scaffold systems and able to provide a realistic physiological response, for example, to estimate the functional effects of drugs. Chip-based multiorgan models (body-on-a-chip, tissue interface-on-a-chip, parenchymal tissue-on-a-chip) enter the market having evolved well past the proof-of-concept stage.^[@B136]^The advent of induced pluripotent stem cells enables the transformation from human-on-a-chip models to person-on-a-chip models taking into consideration the genetic background of specific patients. Both regenerative approaches and disease models will profit from this exciting development with a remarkable speed.The development of custom-designed 3D scaffolds, named here as "designer scaffolds," needs a technical platform, which allows a reproducible cell cultivation in the long term and a reliable monitoring of the cultivation process, including an unambiguous biomarker specification.^[@B137]^

In this regard the conceptual framework provided by this study represents an important piece of the entire puzzle and makes the process of scaffold fabrication more controllable in comparison with prevailing approaches.
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